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This book is about the formation of nationhood and citizenship and their transformation in the
global age. The different collective identities which evolved, affected particularly by
immigration, in Britain, France, the United States and Germany are outlined in a historical,
genetic and comparative perspective with special emphasis on the case of Germany. It looks
at the question of transnational civil ties and the identities which emerge during the process of
European integration and how they relate to national and sub-national identities.
Explains how to develop untapped resource areas of the brain and increase your ability to
think, learn, read, memorize, listen, and solve problems more creatively and efficiently
Checkpoint Maths is the first 11-14 series to be written specifically for students who are
preparing for the University of Cambridge International Examinations Checkpoint test and
IGCSE exam. The series is fully endorsed by CIE and is included in their Checkpoint
Mathematics Resources List. - Written for an international audience - Includes plenty of
exercises for practice - Contains extention material to stretch more able students Investigations at the end of each section illustration applications of the work covered - ICT is
an integral part of the course, with ICT activities at the end of each section
Develop your grade 7 students sentence editing, punctuation, grammar, vocabulary, word
study, and reference skills using 180 focused 10- to 15-minute daily activities.
Who or Whom? / Its or It’s / Lie or Lay? Can't remember those grueling grammar lessons from
junior high? Troubled that your professional writing lacks polish? Stop worrying! You've just
picked up the painless prescription for proper English! Acclaimed grammarians Mark Lester
and Larry Beason know that English teachers aren't the only ones who expect careful and
correct language choices. Precision in language can be the deciding factor when it comes to
getting a job or winning a promotion. The McGraw-Hill Handbook of English Grammar and
Usage gives you bottom-line definitions, tips, and simple rules that summarize the essentials
you need to know. This second edition includes a chapter dedicated to grammar and its usage
in digital communication, including texting, e-mail, social media, and new technology, so you
can communicate correctly in any format. Whether your skills need drastic improvement or a
quick brush-up, The McGraw-Hill Handbook of English Grammar and Usage will get your
grammar back on the right track with: Straightforward explanations of common mistakes and
why they happen Hundreds of correct and incorrect sentence examples, with errors clearly
marked Quick tips for fixing your most stubborn grammatical mishaps Catchy memory aids for
writing correctly the first time
Charlemagne is often claimed as the greatest ruler in Europe before Napoleon. This
magisterial study re-examines Charlemagne the ruler and his reputation. It analyses the
narrative representations of Charlemagne produced after his death, and thereafter focuses on
the evidence from Charlemagne's lifetime concerning the creation of the Carolingian dynasty
and the growth of the kingdom, the court and the royal household, communications and
identities in the Frankish realm in the context of government, and Charlemagne's religious and
cultural strategies. The book offers a critical examination of the contemporary sources and in
so doing transforms our understanding of the development of the Carolingian empire, the
formation of Carolingian political identity, and the astonishing changes effected throughout
Charlemagne's forty-six year period of rule. This is a major contribution to Carolingian history
which will be essential reading for anyone interested in the medieval past. Rosamond
McKitterick has also received the 2010 Dr A. H. Heineken Prize for History for her research
into the Carolingians.
The Age of Justinian examines the reign of the great emperor Justinian (527-565) and his wife
Theodora, who advanced from the theatre to the throne. The origins of the irrevocable split
between East and West, between the Byzantine and the Persian Empire are chronicled, which
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continue up to the present day. The book looks at the social structure of sixth century
Byzantium, and the neighbours that surrounded the empire. It also deals with Justinian's wars,
which restored Italy, Africa and a part of Spain to the empire.

While at the zoo Pat the Bunny pets the animals, from a wrinkly elephant to a
feathery parrot. On board pages.
Simple text in English and Russian, with phonetic respellings of the expressions
in Russian, invites the reader to learn the Russian terms for emotions, meals,
family, the days of the week, school, home, and other everyday topics.
This is a comprehensive student revision guide for those taking the OCR AS
Psychology exam. It summarises the specification material clearly and
attractively, so that information can be easily digested and retained. Packed full
of revision tips and techniques, the book includes a number of unique and helpful
features: Overviews of the OCR specification content Coverage of all the core
studies A separate chapter dedicated to research methods and preparing for the
exam A large number of exam-style questions and answers, annotated with
teacher comments Separate sections for each unit exam on how to answer
questions successfully A comprehensive glossary of important terms and their
definitions, to aid understanding of the material. OCR Psychology: AS Revision
Guide provides the detailed information which will aid students in their
preparation for the exam. Although a companion to OCR Psychology: AS Core
Studies and Psychological Investigations, Third Edition, by Philip Banyard and
Cara Flanagan, this revision guide can be used alongside any OCR AS-Level
Psychology textbook.
Newly revised in line with the latest syllabus and with a modernised, studentfriendly design, including a truly interactive CD which provides additional practice
for students and brings lab work to life with exciting activities and simulations.
This book offers a learner-centred approach to grammar study for intermediate
level students. Developing Grammar in Context provides clear explanations and
lively practice focusing on key grammar areas. Using spoken and written
examples drawn from the Cambridge International Corpus, Developing Grammar
in Context will help learners consolidate and deepen their understanding of how
English really works. This edition, with answers, is ideal for self-study.
At its height, the Carolingian empire spanned a million square kilometres of
western Europe - from the English Channel to central Italy and northern Spain,
and from the Atlantic to the fringes of modern Hungary, Poland and the Czech
Republic. As the largest political unit for centuries, the empire dominated the
region and left an enduring legacy for European culture. This comprehensive
survey traces this great empire's history, from its origins around 700, with the rise
to dominance of the Carolingian dynasty, through its expansion by ruthless
military conquest and political manoeuvring in the eighth century, to the struggle
to hold the empire together in the ninth. It places the complex political narrative in
context, giving equal consideration to vital themes such as beliefs, peasant
society, aristocratic culture and the economy. Accessibly written and
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authoritative, this book offers distinctive perspectives on a formative period in
European history.
OCR Psychology, Third Edition, is endorsed by OCR for use with the OCR AS
Psychology specification. This book prepares students for all elements of the
OCR Psychology AS exam. It covers both research methods and core studies,
giving the who, what, where, and even the why of each study. It also looks at
some of the work that followed the studies. Key features of the book include:
'Psychological Investigations': the first chapter of the book helps students to
understand research methods in psychology – useful support for the
Psychological Investigations exam and for understanding the core studies
themselves. Core Studies: each study is described first ‘In a Nutshell’, followed
by a detailed account of the aims, method, results and conclusions. Guidance is
given on how each study can be evaluated and a wealth of extra materials is
provided for each study – questions to assess understanding, practical activities,
multiple choice and exam-style questions, further reading and video links.
Background to each core study is included in the ‘Starters’ and ‘Afters’
features: information about related research before and after the study; and
biographical details of the researcher(s). Approaches, perspectives, issues and
methods are considered in a brand-new chapter to cover the themes of the
course and prepare students for the long-answer questions on the Core Studies
exam. Exam guidance: each chapter ends with short- and long-answer examstyle questions answered by students with teacher feedback. The book is
presented in colourful and well-structured magazine-style spreads to aid the
learning process. This 3rd edition has been completely revised, and is now
accompanied by a companion website featuring an extensive range of online
resources for both teachers and students, including answers to the questions
posed in the book, glossary flash-cards, and multiple-choice test banks.
A unique legacy, these lecture notes of Schwinger’s course held at the
University of California at Los Angeles were carefully edited by his former
collaborator Berthold-Georg Englert and constitute both a self-contained textbook
on quantum mechanics and an indispensable source of reference on this
fundamental subject by one of the foremost thinkers of twentieth century physics.
Anyone who has seen The Lion in Winter will remember the vicious, compelling
world of the Plantagenets and readers of the romance of Robin Hood will be
familiar with the typecasting of Good King Richard, defending Christendom in the
Holy Land, and Bad King John who usurps the kingdom in his absence. But do
these popular stereotypes correspond with reality? In this sweeping narrative,
celebrated historian Frank McLynn turns the tables on modern revisionist
historians and shows these larger-than-life characters as they really were crusading, fighting vicious wars in France, negotiating with the papacy, engaging
in ruthless dynastic intrigue, often against each other: in Richard's case, even
holding the kingdom together when fighting in the Holy Land; and in John's,
losing Normandy, catastrophically agonising the barons over Magna Carta and
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losing the Crown Jewels in the Wash.
Book 1a introduces Peter and Jane in 16 new words including 'and', 'I', 'likes' and
'has'.Once this book has been completed, the child moves on to book 1b.
Revise for AS & A2 Biology with confidence! Providing complete study support
throughout the two A Level years, this Edexcel Chemistry study guide matches
the curriculum content and provides in-depth course coverage. Written by
experienced AS and A2 examiners this book includes invaluable advice on how
to get the best results in the exams. Providing plenty of exam practice and
frequent progress checks and questions to consolidate learning, this AS & A2
Edexcel Chemistry study guide contains invaluable advice and preparation for
the exam. Extensive coverage of the Edexcel course: * AS & A2 specification
checklists to organise your studies * tick boxes to record your progress and plan
your revision * in-depth coverage of core AS & A2 topics Also included in this
book: * examiner's tips that reveal how to achieve higher marks * exam board
labels that allow students to identify content relevant to their course * topics
subdivided into short, manageable sections * highlighted key points and
terminology, and examiner's hints to offer guidance * progress check questions to
test recall and understanding * sample questions and model answers that reveal
what examiners are looking for * exam-style questions and answers that provide
crucial exam practice
New edition of our best-selling IGCSE Mathematics textbook
This brand-new, comprehensive preparation guide is designed for prospective
teachers studying for the Praxis II: Mathematics: Content Knowledge (5161) and
the Praxis II: Mathematics: Pedagogy (0065). Each chapter targets a specific
exam section and divides topics and practice questions logically and effectively,
so students can get the most out of their study time.
The essential guide to truly stunning desserts from pastry chef Francisco Migoya
In this gorgeous and comprehensive new cookbook, Chef Migoya begins with the
essential elements of contemporary desserts—like mousses, doughs, and
ganaches—showing pastry chefs and students how to master those building
blocks before molding and incorporating them into creative finished desserts. He
then explores in detail pre-desserts, plated desserts, dessert buffets, passed
desserts, cakes, and petits fours. Throughout, gorgeous and instructive
photography displays steps, techniques, and finished items. The more than 200
recipes and variations collected here cover virtually every technique, concept,
and type of dessert, giving professionals and home cooks a complete education
in modern desserts. More than 200 recipes including everything from artisan
chocolates to French macarons to complex masterpieces like Bacon Ice Cream
with Crisp French Toast and Maple Sauce Written by Certified Master Baker
Francisco Migoya, a highly respected pastry chef and the author of Frozen
Desserts and The Modern Café, both from Wiley Combining Chef Migoya's
expertise with that of The Culinary Institute of America, The Elements of Dessert
is a must-have resource for professionals, students, and serious home cooks.
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BPP Learning Media provides comprehensive materials that highlight the areas
to focus on for your exams and complement the syllabus to increase your
understanding.
"As novelist and poet Andrei Codrescu points out in the essay that accompanies
this selection of photographs from the Getty Museum's collection, Evans's
photographs are the work of an artist whose temperament was distinctly at odds
with Beals's impassioned rhetoric. Evans's photographs of Cuba were made by a
young, still maturing artist who - as Codrescu argues - was just beginning to
combine his early, formalist aesthetic with the social concerns that would figure
prominently in his later work."--Jacket.
From Rubik's cubes to Godel's incompleteness theorem, everything
mathematical explained, with colour illustrations, in half a minute. Maths is
enjoying a resurgence in popularity. So how can you avoid being the only dinner
guest who has no idea who Fermat was, or what he proved? The more you know
about Maths, the less of a science it becomes. 30 Second Maths takes the top 50
most engaging mathematical theories, and explains them to the general reader in
half a minute, using nothing more than two pages, 200 words and one picture.
Read at your own pace, and discover that maths can be more fascinating than
you ever imagined.
A classic story about Harry and his bucketful of dinosaurs! When Harry and the
dinosaurs go to the museum they see Roman swords and spears, Egyptian
mummies and lots of Harry's ancestors. The dinosaurs want Harry to help them
to find their ancestors...and that's how Harry gets lost! Will Mum and Nan know
where to look for him?
OGT Exit Level Reading Workbook prepares students for the reading portion of
the Ohio Graduation Test. Samples from similar tests provide plenty of practice
and students learn to take multiple choice tests on their comprehension of what
they read. Students learn to evaluate their own short answers to targeted
questions, and learn from other students' responses to similar questions. This
book is suitable for students in all states who need to take a reading exam for
graduation or course completion.
Covers the Cambridge IGCSE syllabus (0455) and the Cambridge O Level
syllabus (2281), first examination from 2020. This series helps students
understand economic theory, terminology and principles. It matches the
Cambridge IGCSE and O Level Economics syllabuses. The coursebook helps
students apply tools of economic analysis, make judgements on economic
issues, use basic economic numeracy and literacy, and take greater part in
decision-making processes in everyday life. Sample questions provide
opportunities for students to develop their evaluative skills. It provides a
foundation for advanced study in Economics such as A Level. Answers to the
coursebook and workbook questions are in the teacher's resource.
The War & Peace of golf. A quaint old classic from 1946, with an intro by the
Duke of Windsor. It's good advice, and seriously, this game has hardly changed
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a whit in 50 years!
Endorsed by Cambridge International Examinations, Cambridge O Level Economics
Workbook is designed to help learners develop their understanding of economics, to
build up skills and to enable them to assess their progress. The workbook can be used
in conjunction with the Cambridge O Level Economics textbook (ISBN 9781107612358)
by the same author but may also be used independently. It is divided into eight sections
which correspond to the sections of the syllabus and the textbook. Each section, in turn,
is divided into ten parts.
Useful for UG and PG students
An incisive and absorbing biography of the legendary emperor who bridged ancient and
modern Europe and singlehandedly altered the course of Western history.
Charlemagne was an extraordinary figure: an ingenious military strategist, a wise but
ruthless leader, a cunning politician, and a devout believer who ensured the survival of
Christianity in the West. He also believed himself above the rules of the church, siring
bastards across Europe and coldly ordering the execution of 4,500 prisoners. Derek
Wilson shows how this complicated, fascinating man married the military might of his
army to the spiritual force of the Church in Rome, thereby forging Western
Christendom. This is a remarkable portrait of Charlemagne and of the intricate political,
religious, and cultural world he dominated.
The reign of the Byzantine Emperor Justinian (527–65) stands out in late Roman and
medieval history. Justinian re-conquered far-flung territories from the barbarians,
overhauled the Empire's administrative framework and codified for posterity the
inherited tradition of Roman law. This work represents a modern study in English of the
social and economic history of the Eastern Roman Empire in the reign of the Emperor
Justinian. Drawing upon papyrological, numismatic, legal, literary and archaeological
evidence, the study seeks to reconstruct the emergent nature of relations between
landowners and peasants, and aristocrats and emperors in the late antique Eastern
Empire. It provides a social and economic context in which to situate the Emperor
Justinian's mid-sixth-century reform programme, and questions the implications of the
Eastern Empire's pattern of social and economic development under Justinian for its
subsequent, post-Justinianic history.
There is widespread agreement that schools should contribute to the moral
development and character formation of their students. In fact, 80% of US states
currently have mandates regarding character education. However, the pervasiveness of
the support for moral and character education masks a high degree of controversy
surrounding its meaning and methods. The purpose of this handbook is to supplant the
prevalent ideological rhetoric of the field with a comprehensive, research-oriented
volume that both describes the extensive changes that have occurred over the last
fifteen years and points forward to the future. Now in its second edition, this book
includes the latest applications of developmental and cognitive psychology to moral and
character education from preschool to college settings, and much more.
Presents sixteen short stories of fantasy, the supernatural, and the macabre.
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